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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NE\V YORK-PART 60
PRESENT: HQD,__ Mfil_Qy__.Eriedt~i!n, J.S.C

HSBC BANK USA, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, in
its capacity as Trustee of MERRILL LYNCH
ALTERNATlVE NOTE ASSET TRUST, SERIES
2007-0ARS,
Plaintift~

DECISION/ORDER
Index No.: 652793/2016

-againstMERRILL L17NCH JVJORTGAGE LENDING, INC.,
BANK OFAl\tlERICi\, N.A, and COUNTRYWIDE
HOME LOANS, INC.,
Defondants.

Plaintiff-trustee, HSBC Bank USA, National Association (HSBC), moves for leave to
rearguc a motion to dismiss and to "clarify" and revise the decision and order by which the
motion to dismiss was determined. (NY Slip Op 31110 [U], 2018 WL 2722870 [Sup Ct, New
York County June 6, 2018] [prior decision].) 1 The prior decision holds that the trustee's failure
to notify claims accrued upon the defendant securitizer's or originator's discovery of material
breaches of representations and warranties and failure lo provide prompt wTitten notice to the
trustee. HSBC contends thal the prior decision should be modified to clarify that the trustee's
failure to notify claims against defendant originator, Countrywide Home Loans, Inc.
(Countrvwide), are timely to the extent that thev are based on Countrvwide's discoverv of
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material breaches or, not a.q_g, failure to provide prompt notice to the trustee within the six-year
limitations period prior to the assertion of the failure to notify cause of action (accounting for a

1

The court assumes familiarity with the prior decision, which sets foith the fact~ in detail.
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tolling period under a Tolling Agreement between various parties), 2 (PL's Memo. In Supp., at 3~
4,) Put another way, HSBC seeks modification of the prior decision to clarify that the complaint
pleads timely failure to notify claims to the extent that either the discovery QI the failure to
provide prompt notice occurred within the limitations period.
Leave to reargue is granted. Although HSBC's motion requests clarification of the
cotfft's prior decision, HSBC contends that the court em:meously applied the standard for accrual
of a fuilure to notify cause of action. Its motion to "clarify" is therefore "properly deerned one to

2008], lv denj~g 12 NY3d 707 [2009]; Mm:Qf!~,Y ..S.~h\';JlK\';_in, 19 AD3d 182, 183 [1st Dept 2005];

2016].)
Upon reargument, the court adheres to its holding that accrual of a failure lo notify cause
of action requires both the defondanfs discovery of breaches and its failure to give prompt
WTitten notice of the breaches to the trustee. (2018 \\-'L 2722870, at* 5 [" . .. the trnstee's failure
to notify claims accrued upon the [defendant's] discovery of material breaches of representations
and \varranties and failure to provide prompt written notice to the trustee"].)
On the prior motion to dismiss, Countrywide argued that HSBC's failure to notify cause
of action accrued at the latest on October 1, 2007, prior to the lirnitations period, at the time it
allegedly made its last sale ofloans to the sponsor. In support of this contention, Countrywide

2
As used in this decision, the term limitations period means the limitations period accounting for the Tolling
Agreement. A Tolling Agreement, dated October 16, 2013 and in effect through May 18, 2016, tolled HSBC's
claims agalnst Countrywide and other defendants, if they were still timely when the parties entered into the
Agreement Thus, claims that had accrued more than six years prior to the date of the Tolling Agreement-i.e.,
before October 16, 2007-would not benefit from tolling as they were already untimely when the parties entered the
Agreement The parties have not precisely calculated the limitations period as affected by the Tolling Agreement.
This calculation must also account for the c:ommencement of the action on May 24, 2016, six days after the
expiration of the Tolling Agreement
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cited the allegation of the complaint that Countrywide had knowledge by that date of the falsity
of the repn.~sentations and warranties it made to the sponsor about the loans, as a result of its
origination of the loans. (Defs.' Ivfemo. In Supp, Of Prior Motion, at 17~ 18.) In opposition to
the rnotion to dismiss, HSBC disputed not only that October 1, 2007 was the date of the last sale
of the lom1s, but also that October 1, 2007 was the date as of which Country\vide made its
representations <md warranties;'' and therefore the date as of which Countrywide could have had
knowledge that such representations and warranties had been breached:1 (PL 's Memo. In Opp.
To Prior Motion, at 18-20.) HSBC also argued that notice within two months of discovery of a
breach is prompt as a rnatter of law and that, even assuming that Countrywide made
representations and warranties and had knowledge of breaches by October 1, 2007 (Le,, more
than six years before the assertion of the failure to notify claim), notice given two months later
(i.e., within lhe six-year limitations period) would still have been prompt (Id. at 19~20.)
The prior decision held that Countrywide failed to submit evidence sufficient to show
that Countrywide did not discover breaches of representations and vvarrnnties between October 1,

3

As set forth more fully in the prior decision, this securitization was effectuated by a series of separate but
interrelated governing agreements. These agreements included a Master Mortgage Loan Purchase and Servicing
Agreement {MLPSA), dated as of February l, 2007, between Merrlll Lynch Mortgage Lending, lnc. (Merrill or
MLlV1L) as Purchaser and Countrywide as Seller and Servicer. Pursuant to the MLPSA, Merrill agreed 10 purchase,
from time to time, groups of mortgage loans originated by Countrywide. (MLPSA §2.) The MLPSA provided that
Countrywide's representations and wananties to the sponsor as to each morrgage loan were made "as of the related
Closing Date for such Mortgage Loan." (MLPSA § 7.02.) The Closing Date was defined as "[t]he date or dates on
which the Purchaser from time to time shall purchase and the Seller from time to time shall sell to the Purchaser, the
Mortgage Loans ... :' (Jg,, Definitions.) An Assignment, Assumption and Recognition Agreement (AARA) was
also "made as of October l, 2007," ben.veen and among Ivierrill as Assignor, non-pmiy Merrill Lynch Mortgage
Investors, Inc. (MLMI) as Depositor/Assignee, and a non-party Countrywide servicing entity. Country\vide as
Seller also signed the AARA, although it was not named as a par(y. Countrywide restated, "as of the date of' the
AARA, for the benefit of MLMI, various of the represen:tations and wmi-anties it had made in tbe MLPSA. (AARA,
§ 4.)
On the motion to dismiss, the parties disputed, among o1her things, the date as of which the AARA was effective
and whether the representations and warranties were made on the date of the loan sale or the date of the AARA.
4

As held by the Court of Appeals, "lwJbere ... representations and warranties concern the characteristics of their
subject as of the date they are made, they are breached, if at all, on that date." (,l.\£~__S,•;:s;,~,,,Gsim.,.Y.R~ ..~1rnf~m:~_g
Prn~t?_.,,J!1£,, 25 NY3d 581, 589 (20151)
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2007 and the closing date of the securitization on October 31, 2007, and therefore that there wen.:
no discoveries after October 1 that may benefit from the Tolling Agreement in effect between
October 16, 2013 and May 18, 2016. (Prior Dedsion, 2018 WL 2722870, at* 9.) Further, the
prior decision held that the complaint pleaded that Countrywide discovered breaches of
representations and warranties thrnugh post-closing internal quality control and review
processes, and that the trustee's failure to notify cause of action against Countrywide was
maintainable based on these allegations as to post-dosing discovery. (Id.) It vvas in this context
that the comt found that the complaint pleaded a timely cause of action against CountI)l\Vide to
the extent that it was "based on Countrywide' s discovery of (such] breaches, and failure to
provide prompt written notice thereof- within the six-year limitations period preceding the
asse1iion of the failure to notity cause of action, accounting for the tolling period." (Id.
[emphasis supplied].)
It was not the court's intention to suggest that discovery and provision of notice of the
breaches must both occur within the limitations period. Rather, having found that the complaint

.

Pleaded timeiv failure to notitV claims based on discoverv
"' \:Vithin the limitations period, the court
;

did not reach HSBC's argument that the complaint also pleaded timely failure to notify claims
based on discovery prior to the limitations period and failure to give notice within the limitations
period, provided that notice 'vvithin the limitations period would still have been prompt In
particular, the comi did not reach HSBC's argument that even if Countrywide discovered
breaches on an October 1, 2007 loan sale date, prior to the closing and prior to the limitations
period, the failure to notify claims were also timely to the extent that they were based on
Countrywide's failure to give notice up to two months later, within the limitations period.
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Nor could the court have determined the timeliness of this claim on the record of the
motion to disrniss. The record of the prior motion did not identify the specific dates of the .loan
sales, and there were factual and legal disputes as to the dates on which Countrywide made its
representations and warranties and therefore as to when the breaches of the representations and
waffanties occurred and Countr:rwide could have known of such breaches. (See supra, at 3.)

In addition, HSBC failed to offer any explanation as to how, if Countl"}'\Vide made
representations on or before October 1 and had know ledge of breaches as of October 1, notice up
to two months later could have been considered prompt.
The authority on which HSBC relied on the prior motion, and on which it continues to
rely, does not support its contention that notice is prompt as a rnatter of lavv if given within two
months of the knowledge of the breach. The two cases cited by HSBC in its opposition to the
motion addressed the promptness of notice given by a trustee as a condition precedent to suit
against a defendant securitizer or loan seller for repurchase of loans, and not, as here, the notice
to be provided by the defendant to the trustee. CS.~-~ Q_t,';_~1_t~_o;h_t,': __Ah::A__ S_f,';"~~-'---M1gg, __ L_~~ru1.InJ:j:t

York law].) HSBC has not discussed the differing purposes for which trustees and the various
other parties involved in a securitization are obligated to give notice. Nor has HSBC discussed,
or submitted legal authority that addresses, the impact of these differing purposes on the time by
which notice must be given in order to be considered prompt and, in the case of a securitizer's or
originator's obligation, the time by \vhich the trustee's failure to notify cause of action will
accrue if notice is not given. 5

5

The additional cases dted by HSBC on the motion to reargue do not remedy the briefing on the motion to dismiss.
These cases involved delerminations as to what constituted prompt or· immediate notice in other contexts in which
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In the interest of avoiding confusion, hmvever, the court modifies the prior decision to
state explicitly that the prior decision did not reach HSBC's argument that the complaint pleaded
timely failure to notify claims based on the defendant securitizer's or originator's discovery of
breaches of representations and \Varranties prior to the limitations period and failure to give
notice within the limitations period, provided that notice 1,vithin the limitations period would still
have been prornpt. The prior decision therefon.: does not preclude such a claim in future on a
fully developed supporting factual record and on supporling legal authority as to the promptness
of such notice.
Also in the interest of avoiding confusion, the court notes that this claim was not at issue
in its bellwether decision in the coordinated Part 60 RMBS litigation on the standard for accrnal

C.m2ilf:llJJrw_,, 59 Misc 3d 754, 2018
650291/2013, 651959/2013]

WL 1187676 [Sup Ct, NY County, Mar. 6, 2018, Nos.

[trU::ALMm1,;;J11LS!m1ky].) The prior decision in the instant action

held that the accrual rn!e for a fai1ure to notify claim set forth by this court in fHf_Af.M~\rga.-r.i

.SJ1wley applied to HSBC's ·failure to notify claims in this action. (Prior Decision, 2018 \VL
2722870, at

* 5,)

The E.!1fi\!Ms;ix.g;::!IL5Ja.-nJ~y decision held that, like other breach of contract

dalms, the failure to notify claim "does not accrue until the time of the breach," and that "a
defendant does not breach its notification obligation until it discovers a breach of representations
and warranties and fails to givt: prompt written notice to the Trustee." (59 Misc 3d, at 771-772.)
The defendant-securitizer in each of the actions decided by ;EI-lf,-\/h'.Im::km:tSi"lnkI
argued that "failure to notit} claims are subject to the same statute of limitations as claims for

the purpose of the notice differed from that in the RMBS context. (Pl. 's Memo. In Supp,, at 4, citing~ SBK
\VL 80046, * 9 f.SD NY, 86 Civ 1149 (PKL), June 5, 1990]
[copyright]; Ei~\!~.Y..JJ.n~!!{J.)'!dt~r:?__ !!U)_qy~t~5.llhs.9xXbjp.;;~.1J0;.;\ft~J:0Ji_~Ji12,__DHQ/~)4, 295 F2d 342, 345 [2d Cir
1961], ceitdenied 368 US 988 [1962] [insurance].)

G1ll.?lQJHA\:iJ~m:Jn~x.~hjp_y_(U:£!fs::iK_Cs::i,, 1990
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breaches of representations and warranties, and accrue on the date on which the underlying
representations and warranties are made." (Id. at 768.) The Tmstee contended that "the earliest
[the breach of a notification obligation] could have occurred----and the earliest the statute of
limitations could have begun to mn----is after [the defendant] discovered the defective loans but
failed to notify the Trustee." (ht) The Trustee further contended that "[u ]nder the continuing
obligation doctrine, [it] may assert claims fr)r []persistent failures to notify, regardless of when
[the defondant] initially discovered the breaches," because the defendant continued to breach its
duty to notif)' by continuing to fail to provide notice. (Id. at 778, quoting Trustee's Opening
Merno. at 20-21; see Trustee's Reply, at 10.)
In fHfl\iMDIWl!L~tanl~-~:, the parties did not address the rneaning of "prompt" notice or
its proper interpretation in the Rl\.1BS context The court thus did not consider whether, or to
what extent, the time of discovery differed from the time by which prompt notice must be
provided, In holding that the Trustee had misconstrued the continuing obligation doctrine, the
court stated that "the Trustee's claim for a breach of the notification obligation will be timely
only if [the defendant's] discovery occurred within the six-year period before the assertion of the
failure to notify causes of action" and that "[c]laims based on defendants' discovery of breaches
prior to this six-year period will not he timely." (Id. at 779, 777.) Such statements were made in
the context of rejecting the Trustee's apparent contention that, under the continuing obligation
doctrine, its failure to notit)1 claims would be timely regardless of when discovery occurred,
based on the defendant's ongoing failure to give notice of the discovery. Although these
statements appear to equate the time of discovery with accrual of the fail me to notif'.y claim, they
were not intended to alter the accrual rnle mi.iculated earlier in the opinion" Nor should they be
read to imply that a claim for failure to notify can accrue before the obligation to provide prompt

7
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notice is breached.
Finally, HSBC seeks leave to reargue the branch of the prior motion for dismissal of
certain of HSBC's notice-based claims against defendant 1V1errill for breaches ofrepresentations

and -..varramies. Defendant argued that three of HSBC' s pre-action breach notices were not
timely served and that HSBC accordingly failed to comply with the condition precedent to suit as
to the loans identified in those breach notices. The prior decision dismissed these claims to the
extent based on breach notices sent on February 29, March 25, and May 19, 2016, less than the
contractually required 90~day period in advance of the commencement of the action. (2018 WL

2722870, at

* l 0-11.)

The prior decision held that the relation back doctrine, as articulated by

the Appellate Division in N2mYntJl9nt~J~.~mitLLm~xLJrw,,J>J~Ii~5.2.0.0.f?.::EM2.YNRmJJrf:LCx~.41t
g_~:l!t~irnLJnG,. (133 AD3d 96 [1st Dept 2015] lliomur~], modified on other gmµnJt~ 30 NY3d

571 [201 7]) and 1LS.JJ!'!-nk.N~tiQH~l"~~i?.9£is1i9Jl.Y.Qn~9gfgi.ntM9I1IZ~R~..E.m1cting,Jn9, (14 7
AD3d 79 [1st Dept 2016] [Qx~~nP_qi_ntD, did not permit maintenance of the notice-based claims
to the extent based on the untimely breach notices. (2018 \VL 2722870, at

* 10-11.)

As

explained in the prior decision, although there were t\vo timely pre-suit breach notices, each
identified only one loan affected by breaches of representations and warranties. The vast
majority of loans affected by breaches were first identified in the untimely notice sent five days
before commencement of this action. i'vforeover, neither of the timely breach notices informed
defendant that an investigation of the loans was in process and that further breaches might be
discovered, (Xd. at* 11.) The prior decision concluded that the timely notices were insufficient
to have put defendant on notice of breaches regarding loans that were the subject ofthe untimely
breach notices. (hi)

In seeking leave to reargue, HSBC contends that the Tolling Agreement to vvhich Mi:mill,
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arnong others, was a party, provided the "required notice" to support a relation back argument
and to support maintenance of the notice-based claims with respect to the loans identified in the
three untimely breach notices. (PL' s Memo. In Supp., at 6.) HSBC first raised its claim based
on the Tolling Agreement at the oral argument of the prior motion, asserting that the standard for
application of the relation back doctrine in R!VIBS actions had been revised by Qr~.~.DI'.9int after
the briefing of the motion. On the instant motion, defendants address the merits of HSBC's
relation back claim based on the Tolling Agreement. (Defs,' Memo. In Opp., at 7-8.) Under
these circumstances, and as the prior decision did not discuss the claim, leave to reargue will be
granted.
On reargument, the court adheres to its prior decision, As defendants correctly argue, the
Tolling Agreement is not a pre~suit notice. Nor does it sufficiently provide notice that an
investigation of the loans was being undertaken and might uncover additional defective loans.
((.:QJnpar~

Nmrri,p;g, 133 AD3d at 108; see Qr~~rnfQi!JJ, 147 AD3d at

88~89.)

On the contrary, the

Tolling Agreement stated generally that "the Parties believe that it would be mutually beneficial

to delay the commencement of any action ... in order to al.low for . . . an opportunity for further
investigation, dialogue, and analysis." (Third Whereas Clause.) It thus did not give specific
notice of a loan level investigation. Significantly, also, it contained the following disclaimer,
which expressly provided that it could not be used to establish liability:
"The execution of the Tolling Agreement is not, and sha11 not operate as, an
admission or indication of liability, wrongdoing, or responsibility by any Party to
any person or entity, and nothing herein shall prejudice or affect any other rights
or liabilities of any Party or be used to form the basis of any liability against any
Party."
(Tolling Agreement, § 4.)
Moreover, on the date of entry of the Tolling Agreement, October 16, 2013, a timely
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breach notice was given regarding only one loan. Approximately 1\12 years later, a second timely
notice, dated April 8, 2015, was given but, again, regarding only one loan. It -..vas not until
approxirnately 2Vi years after entry into the ToUing Agreement and five days before
commencement of this action that an untimely notice, dated May 19, 2016, was given regarding
973 loans, (Prior Decision, 2018 \VL 2722870, at

* 1O~11.)

The de minimis timely breach

notices, even if considered with the Tolling Agreement, cannot be fcn.md to support a relation
back claim with respect to the loans identified in the untimely breach notices.

It is accordingly hereby ORDERED that the motion of plaintiff HSBC Bank USA,
National Association, for leave to reargue is granted to the following extent: Leave to reargue is
granted. Upon reargument, the court adheres to its prior decision (NY Slip Op 31110 [U], 2018
WL 2722870 [Sup Ct, New York County June 6, 2018]), except to the extent modified on page 6
of the above decision.
This constitutes the decision and order of the court.
Dated: New York, Nevv York
February 15, 2019
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